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Introduction
This report is based on the results of community consultation organised by the Kirkgate Centre in
collaboration with Harden Parish Council during March and April 2017. The engagement activity
focused around a workshop at Harden Primary School on Friday 17th March and a ‘Have Your
Say!’ event with Harden Parish Council on Saturday 1st April 2017 at the Memorial Hall.
The brief was to identify (or confirm) the key issues that local people care about, in terms of what
they like about Harden, what they don't like and what ideas they have for the village. Additionally,
residents were asked how they would use a community building.
This report describes the community consultation process and sets out findings along with some
recommendations.
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Context
2.1 Harden
Harden is a small West Yorkshire village of just over 700 households, located within Bradford
Metropolitan District and the Leeds City Region. The City of Bradford Metropolitan District
Council (CBMDC) is the local planning authority.
Harden is one of five rural settlements that form the Bingley Rural ward. It is 2 miles from Bingley,
which acts as the local market town and services/transport hub for the area.
Existing land use plans that affect the village include the Core Strategy, which sets out Bradford
Council's overarching plans for issues such as housing, the economy and transport. Some CBMDC
decision-making is devolved to Shipley Area Committee, which is made up of locally elected
councillors along the Aire Valley from Shipley up to Bingley, including Bingley Rural.
The Parish Council are a Statutory Consultee, meaning they must be consulted by Bradford
Council and other agencies and departments as part of particular planning procedures, as
described under Schedule 4 of The Town and Country Planning Order 2015.
Harden Parish Council produced a Parish Plan in 2010 following a detailed survey on a range local
issues. They are currently undertaking a new survey and are considering whether to develop a
formal Neighbourhood Plan as defined by the Localism Act 2011.
Harden Parish Council supports a number of popular events in the village. It is taking on
increasing responsibilities for the upkeep of village amenities as CBMDC resources diminish. The
reduction or withdrawal of Bradford Council resources is particularly affecting aspects of village
life highlighted in the 2010 plan as important, such as ensuring the area is clean and tidy and
maintaining the village's green spaces.
Key issues facing the Parish Council include:
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• Neighbourhood Planning - a devolved planning process under the Localism Act 2011 which
enables local communities to have more influence in the development of new and existing
buildings and facilities in their area. It is a resource-intensive process, which requires
considerable buy-in from the local community in order to be effective.
• prioritising limited financial and human resources - the Parish Council is very active and has
high levels of skills and enthusiasm but Harden is a small parish with limited resources and
growing demands as the capacity of CBMDC diminishes.
• community assets – local parks, sports facilities, the St Ives estate and Memorial Hall are all
affected by austerity measures, which are known to be a cause for concern in the village. In
particular, Memorial Hall is faced with potential closure and disposal in March 2018.
• engaging local people – never easy, this requires an understanding of the issues that people
care about most, as it is these issues which are most likely to pull people into planning and
delivering activities or taking on responsibilities for assets, etc.
2.2 The Kirkgate Centre
The Kirkgate Centre is a local development charity that has been working with local communities
in Shipley and Bingley areas for many years. It runs a community centre in Shipley that provides
space and support for a range of community activities. The Kirkgate Centre has been undertaking
neighbourhood consultation and development work since 2011, supporting local communities to
identify their issues and aspirations, to prioritise them and then take action.
More information can be found at http://www.kirkgatecentre.org.uk
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3.2

Community consultation process
Purpose
The consultation process was proposed by the Kirkgate Centre and agreed with Harden Parish
Council as a means to enhance their own extensive survey.
The methodology is simple and focuses on a well-established format of open questions to
identify the key issues that will pull people into actively participating in an action planning
process.
As an independent report, it might also serve as a qualitative body of evidence for the Parish
Council and other local groups when seeking funding and support.
A key priority for the Parish Council is the future of Memorial Hall, a council owned community
venue. Occupancy at the Hall is currently dominated by children's and young people's groups. It
has therefore been particularly important to include children in the process. This offers both an
insight into what children find important and a unique body of evidence for the Parish Council
and activity providers when seeking external resources and investment.
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3.3

Values and ethos
The Kirkgate Centre methodology is based a set of principles which include:
Building stronger communities: we aim to help increase the capacity of local people to identify,
understand and take action on their own priorities by raising skills, knowledge, confidence,
experience, links, networks and understanding of local needs and aspirations. We seek to
strengthen existing ties and bring people and groups together who have not previously
collaborated.
Community development: our work supports people to recognise common purpose and actively
address their collective needs and aspirations in their own way. Our role is to support people to
find and deliver their own solutions, not design and deliver solutions on their behalf.
Emergent design: we understand that a community-led approach requires us to follow
conversations and support developments as they emerge, not to pursue our own preconceived
ideas. Activities that emerge are shaped by those involved.
Conversations: we recognise the central importance of conversations, which form the primary
channel of communication within communities. Compared to many more formal formats,
conversations are flexible, responsive and open ended, building relationships and trust while
allowing new often unexpected ideas and insights to emerge. We therefore aim to encourage,
instigate and participate in conversations wherever possible.
'Pull not push'
Pull motivations: our aspirations, ambitions, desires and the things we most care about are
powerful, sustainable motivators. They 'pull' us into taking action and propel us forwards in all
aspects of our lives. We recognise that this internal motivation - this pull - is also the most
sustainable motivator in community development.
Push motivations: many motivating forces are external to us, pushing us, and at times can be
coercive. Fear, poverty, policy and external incentives can all motivate people into action.
However, when creating strong communities, these motivations are qualitatively much poorer
and can be a barrier to meaningful and sustainable participation. When encountering or
addressing push motivations, we try to move towards pull motivations by seeking to understand
people's underlying aspirations.
See for example Meg Wheatley's Ten Principles for Creating Healthy Communities
Understanding what people really care about is the primary goal of the 'Have Your Say!'
consultation process.

3.2 What the process provides
This is a process that provides an insight into the issues that local people care about. Its open
question format allows people to express themselves in their own words, providing a broad but
qualitative picture of what matters most. It makes no preference, for example, between
voluntary, public or private sector provision, between friendship and neighbourliness or formal
roles such as volunteering, or between what people find useful and what people find pleasing.
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For example, it enables people to express less tangible aspects of community life such as
'community spirit', feeling safe or a sense of 'belonging' as easily as identifying particular
activities, services or assets that are important.
3.3 What the process does not provide
This is a process can work well to identify a wide range of potential priorities for action, but does
not in itself create a list of priorities. People are not asked to rank issues or ideas and have not
been presented with choices or other people's ideas. While topics or themes often emerge as
important, it is entirely possible that an idea raised by just one person at this stage could gather
considerable support at a later stage and become a key local priority.
3.4 Next steps
Having gathered views and opinions from across the community, the next step is to prioritise
issues or actions benefits. A number of factors weigh into this process including:
• empathy - hearing different perspectives and experiences
• expertise - developing a better understanding of the issues and potential pros and cons
by hearing from people with relevant knowledge and experience
• conversation - allowing people to develop and refine ideas through discussion
• feasibility - having more information about resources, timescales, hurdles, similar
attempts elsewhere, etc.
• levels of support - having an insight into how much support (or opposition) an idea has
within the community
• ease - some ideas may be seen as less important, but easy to achieve ('low hanging fruit'
or 'quick wins') and may be supported for this reason
This prioritising process is often a very fruitful in galvanising support for action, identifying
leadership, volunteers and resources and agreeing next steps.
3.5 The process in Harden
An event plan and consultation materials were drawn up around a one-day Have Your Say day
scheduled for Saturday 1 April. Prior to the day the Kirkgate Centre held a workshop at the village
school with 50 children of all ages. Have Your Say! packs were hand distributed to households in
the village over two days, and Kirkgate Centre staff chatted with villagers where they were
encountered.
The information pack included an introductory letter, a map of the area, a promotional flyer, and
four sheets for residents to complete and bring to the day expressing their Likes, Dislikes and
Ideas for the village as a whole and more specifically for a community building.
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Findings
At the Have Your Say event on 1 April, people’s Likes, Dislikes and Ideas were displayed on the
walls. There was a plentiful supply of tea and soup. Total attendance was over 50 people, with a
good spread of gender and age.

Over 700 households
received a hand delivered Have Your Say! pack

Over 200 children
also took a pack home from Harden Primary School

50 children
took part in a Have Your Say! workshop at Harden Primary School

108 packs
were completed and returned

Over 50 people
attended the Have Your Say! event
An event plan can be found in Annex A
Consultation materials can be found in Annex B

Likes, dislikes and ideas from pupils at Harden
Primary School
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4.1

Likes
Important note: It is very important to remember this is not a poll. It is an illustration of the
things local people think of when asked. Any item on this list could quickly move to the top if
people were asked directly about it, their awareness was raised or, through discussion, they
better understood its importance to others.
Respondents have identified 39 aspects of Harden that
they like. These fall into three broad, overlapping
categories: the green environment, local amenities
and village life.
Green environment
The village parks and green spaces are by far the most
frequently mentioned aspects Harden that people like,
and are particularly important to children and their
parents. The St Ives estate and other green spaces
such local woodland, moors, becks and Goit Stock are
all popular.
The village's roadside flowers and trees are also
mentioned a number of times.
Local amenities: Younger villagers are particularly keen on the local sweet shop "A Fresh
Approach" – better known to children as "Cadburys" due to prominent advertising.
Woodbank garden centre is very popular with all ages and other village businesses including the
post office, butchers, pharmacy and the two local pubs are also often mentioned.
Community run amenities such as activities and services for children, sports clubs, churches and
village events including the pantomime and gala are seen as very important to village life. Having
a local school is also highly valued.
Village character: the friendliness, attractiveness, tidiness, rural setting and small, compact
character of Harden are frequently mentioned. Children often refer to their freedom to play out
and roam - some aware they are ‘much luckier’ than children in nearby towns and cities.
Having friends and family nearby is important to younger villagers. Parents often refer to the
village as 'family friendly' or a 'family village'.
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Above: some of the frequently mentioned 'likes'
Below: 'likes' at the 'Have Your Say!' event at Memorial Hall
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Complete list of things people like about Harden
Parks
Natural environment
Shops and facilities
Friendly
St Ives
'Cadburys' (A Fresh Approach)
Local school
Woodbank garden centre
Village Character
Post office
Walks
Gala
After /pre-school provision
Harden Players
Friends and family close by
Trees & Flowers
Community Spirit
Free to play out
Butchers
Pubs
Pharmacy
Gardens
Goit Stock
Churches
Horticultural Society
Clean and tidy
Cricket club
Family friendly
Home / housing
Access to towns
Becks
Quiet
Memorial Hall
Architecture
Trick or Treating
Football club
Golf club facilities
Christmas lights
Peacock
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No. of mentions
43
33
20
20
19
18
18
18
17
15
14
12
11
11
10
10
9
9
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
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4.2

Dislikes
Important note: It is important to remember this is not a poll – people haven't been asked their
opinion on any particular issue. This is simply an illustration of the issues that matter to local
residents. Any item on this list could quickly move to the top of a list if people were asked directly
about it, their awareness was raised or, through discussion, they better understood its negative
impact on others.
Thirty eight different issues were raised as dislikes about Harden. Both adults and children were
concerned about traffic, while children in particular also focussed on green spaces and how they
are used – or misused.

Dislikes were largely split between concerns about traffic and green spaces
Traffic is the major concern for the village, with three interrelated issues mostly focused on Long
Lane: the volume of traffic; its speed and parking – especially relating to school drop-offs and
pick-ups. A number of people felt the current traffic scheme has failed to make the area safe and
alternatives were suggested including speed cameras. A couple of people raised concerns about
damage to vehicles caused by speed bumps, suggesting their design function isn't fully
understood by everyone.
Dog fouling – over half of the children responding mentioned this as a problem, especially in
areas used for play such as parks and the gala field.
Play areas – in addition to dog fouling, a number of children mentioned the mowing regime at
the Gala field makes it very hard to play football. They also complained that goal posts had been
taken away. Whilst the children's play area is popular, older children complained it was too
babyish and there was no equivalent facility for them.
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Housing developments – Proposed housing developments were raised as a concern, with the
following detrimental impacts identified:
• increased traffic
• building on green fields
• a fear of sprawl (Wilsden was referred to as a nearby example of over-development) and losing
the small village feel and identify
Littering – it was mainly children who identified littering as a problem.
Below: 'dislikes' at the 'Have Your Say!' event at the Memorial Hall
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Complete list of things people don't like about Harden
Dog fouling
Traffic - general / volume
Traffic parking
Littering
Traffic Speed
Park not for all
Grass too long for football
Housing developments (proposed)
Park - no football pitch
Speed bumps
Weather
Aire Valley incinerator
Traffic noise
Everything is expensive
Activities / venues not secular
Impact of closure of Memorial Hall
Lack of a centre/hub/community events
People being unkind/annoying
Traffic rat running
Wood burning stoves
Activities focused on very young or old
Cherry Trees (replacements only)
Crime
Dogs barking
Flooding (blocked drains)
No allotments
Lack of doctors surgery
Lack of facilities - café
Lack of sports facilities
Millpond unsafe
Peacock
People not using crossing
Police presence low
Poor public spaces
St Ives parking fees
Smell
Traffic - not giving way
Woods being private
Zebra crossing location
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No. of mentions
30
19
15
10
9
8
7
7
7
6
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4.3

Ideas
Important note: It is very important to remember this is not a poll. As with likes and dislikes, any
idea could quickly become much more or less popular if people were asked directly whether they
supported it, and even more so once they started discussing its practical viability and
implementation.
Lots of different ideas were put forward, and lots of variations on themes. These have been split
into those suggested by adults and children, as there is quiet a variance.
We have also separated off those suggested for a community building. Some ideas would work
with or without a building – for example a free library and book club.
There were about 55 different broad ideas of which 36 could be said to specifically relate to a
building .

ABOVE: some frequently mentioned ideas from adults (left) and children (right).
BELOW :some frequently mentioned ideas for a building from adults (left) and children (right).

keep fit classes

sports facilities

pre/after school

kids club

parties & functions

toy swap

meeting space
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Ideas for Harden

Idea
Swimming
Football facilities
Traffic management
Trampoline
Book Club / free library
Encourage/create new shops
Den making/forest school
Car parking
Collaboration/ event for village
Community gardening/allotments
Park suitable for older children
Cycling/skating area
Parks - improvements
Annual cross country race
Older peoples housing
Dog fouling bins and signs
Outdoor gym
Business collaboration
Lottery club
Recycling facilities (more of)
Scrap St Ives parking charges
Restore Goit Stock
Tree planting
BBQ area
Boules
picnic benches
play castle / fairground
More trees
Speed camera
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Number of mentions
Adult
Child
Total
0
20
20
1
15
16
11
3
12
0
10
10
3
3
6
3
3
6
0
5
5
5
0
5
4
0
4
4
0
4
0
4
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
2
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
2
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
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Ideas for a Harden community building
Idea
Sports facilities (multi-purpose)
older kids club (pre-teen)
Cinema/film
Meeting rooms
Exercise / keep fit classes / sport
Business use or hub
Pre/after school
Parties, weddings, functions
Toy Swap
Disco / dancing
Coffee mornings/lunch clubs/community café
Cubs/brownies/etc.
Art and Crafts
Book club/ free library
Older people's activities
Theatre
Fundraising
Parents activities/ toddler groups
Classes
Other community activities for Hall
Bakery
Advertising
New build
WI
Bingo night
Band Practice Room
Toilets
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Number of mentions
Adult
Child
Total
3
20
23
8
14
22
4
15
19
14
3
17
9
7
16
7
8
15
13
2
15
12
0
12
0
9
9
2
6
8
6
1
7
5
1
6
3
3
6
3
3
6
6
0
6
2
4
6
5
0
5
5
0
5
4
0
4
3
1
4
3
0
3
3
0
3
3
0
3
2
0
2
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
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5

Recommendations
The consultation helps identify (or confirm) what people care about in Harden. It offers a number
of ideas for action, but also presents challenging questions.
For example, while many of the ideas put forward for a community building could be taken up
straight away using Memorial Hall, others suggest the existing building isn't best suited and a
more multi-purpose space that could accommodate parties, functions and sports activities would
be a better option.
No single idea is viable without the people to drive it forwards, and a recommended next step is
to bring people together to narrow down lists and draw up priorities, at the same time
identifying those in the village who can take them forwards.
This might, for example, be a 'planning for real' type of event to look at spatial issues such as
traffic, parking and recreational space, while a 'community collaboration' event, as suggested by
a number of respondents, could combine exchanging ideas and information with some action
planning to get some ideas off the ground.
Members of the Parish Council explained two keys issues they are facing:
• does the Parish Council embark on a Neighbourhood Planning process?
• does the Parish Council take on Memorial Hall?
Both of these questions present considerable resource implications for the Parish Council. The
first is the least risky and might be answered through piloting a planning process as outlined
above, with one or two planning activities aimed at addressing some of the issues and ideas
raised. If these exercises do not attract much participation or were unable to galvanise enough
support, it might be an indication that there is not enough local enthusiasm to sustain a full
blown Neighbourhood Planning process at this stage.
The Memorial Hall question is much more difficult and would need to take on board many more
complex and competing issues. More than any other, a building needs to be able to afford itself
and the key to that is demand for its space. Taking some of the ideas offered through a
prioritising and planning stage may help provide a clearer picture about whether they "have legs"
and there is scope to generate enough activity in the village to sustain a community building. At
the very least, the process should help gauge the level of support for maintaining or replacing a
community building, as this will be critical in securing investment and seeing the project through.
Based on the findings in Harden and our experiences of working in other areas, we offer the
following recommendations:
(1) Build on and develop local capacity at every opportunity
As the council continues to withdraw resources, Harden will become increasingly reliant on doing
things for itself. Collaborative planning processes (planning days, "planning for real", etc) allows
involvement to deepen and leadership for particular priorities to emerge within the village, with
the Parish Council seen more as a facilitator and potentially a legal 'umbrella' and financial
supporter of such action, and less as always being the provider.
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(2) Build collaboration with neighbouring settlements
Harden's small size is a feature many residents value, but it also presents challenges in terms of
developing sustainable activities and resources. Building on existing relationships with
neighbouring settlements may help overcome this. Examples might include:
• collaboration to confront the shared traffic issues
• joint or coordinated lobbying on other common concerns
• shared representation where needed, to improve the voice and visibility of the village on
partnerships, committees, etc.
• co-designing projects that could be run across villages to generate economies of scale and
demonstrate partnership working
• explore joint approaches to assets such as green spaces, buildings etc to reduce costs and
increase bargaining power re leases, contracting costs, administration, marketing, utilities,
insurance, etc.
• sharing skills and resources on initiatives such as neighbourhood planning
(3) A Neighbourhood Plan for Harden parish
Building on the Parish Plan and working with key agencies (particularly the Area Office), explore a
formal Neighbourhood Development Plan for the Harden. This is a resource intensive process, so
securing local support is a key consideration, but it may help address some of the anxieties and
concerns in the village around land use and developments, traffic, etc and gives the village a
stronger hand in the planning process. This is especially the case if the village is actively involved
in developing their plan – it is also then far more likely to be actively involved in advancing and
protecting its own interests.
(4) Access professional support where available
Explore sources of on going professional support in traffic management, planning and community
development. While available support is diminishing, it could prove invaluable when looking at
issues such as the Memorial Hall.
Helpful organisations might include:
Community Action Bradford & District: wide ranging advice on governance, funding, project
planning, etc.
Glasshouse: excellent support around community engagement for community buildings.
Locality: a membership organisation that provide training and networking, facilitate skill sharing,
brokering visits to similar projects around the region, meeting others who have faced similar
situations, learning from their experience, taking their good ideas and avoiding some traps and
pitfalls they experienced. Locality are also an expert in Community Asset Transfer
Rural Action Yorkshire: wide ranging advice and in-depth knowledge of rural funding and the
challenges facing rural development, parish councils, etc.
Above all, meeting other people tackling (or who have tackled) similar problems in other settings
is an invaluable process for the village in terms of building skills, knowledge, insight and
confidence.
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Appendix A: Event plan
Event Plan for Harden Have Your Say! consultation
The aims, outcomes and actions were agreed as follows, (although there was about 4 weeks
slippage on timings):
Aims
• to build an strengthen connections and familiarity between villagers, especially those
actively contributing to village life
• to identify issues and themes in the village based on what people like about Harden,
what they don’t like and any ideas for action
• to rally support and involvement in key parish priorities including the asset transfer of
the Memorial Hall and a proposed Neighbourhood Plan
Outcomes
• improved connections between villagers
• better knowledge of what is already happening
• Parish Council has a could understanding of any issues in village
• Parish Council understands what people most value in the village
• Villagers have some ideas for action, with a possibility of formal or informal groups
emerging to carry them out
• Villagers aware of and engaged in asset transfer process and anticipating
Neighbourhood Planning
• Kirkgate Centre learns how well this model transfers to a rural setting, and what might
need to change
Key Actions
• contact active groups to introduce the process (Kirkgate Centre)
• letterbox all households and businesses in the village with a consultation pack and
invitation to a community meeting (Kirkgate Centre and Parish Council)
• hold a community meeting where people discuss their likes, dislikes and ideas (Kirkgate
Centre - Parish Councillors get to participate!)
• invite all active groups to present a two minute pitch about their group and forthcoming
activities or ideas at the meeting (Kirkgate Centre and Parish Council)
• asset transfer and Neighbourhood planning pitched (Parish Council)
The meeting would be set out with tables with maps, pens, post-its and
likes/dislikes/ideas sheets to fill in and put up on walls, joining those previously returned.
Those attending will be asked to bring cakes or snacks etc to share. The Kirkgate Centre
can provide fresh soup and bread (eating together is a great way to start conversations
and relax everyone).
The meeting would last 2-3 hours, preferably on a Saturday mid-morning, with soup at
lunchtime.
Timescale:
February

Connect with groups
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Mid March
Late March
Early April
Early April

Letterbox households
Community meeting
Letterbox findings and any follow-on meeting(s) to households
Report to Parish Council

Outputs anticipated
Results Report by Kirkgate Centre out what people like and don’t like about Harden and their
ideas for improvements, setting out process followed and suggestions for next steps.
Feedback distributed in area with summary results and next steps (double sided A4 or A3).
Venues
17 April 2017: Harden Primary School, Long Lane, Harden BD16 1LJ
1 April 2017: Memorial Hall, Wilsden Road, Harden BD16 1JP

Build up activity
Timing/
deadline
9 February

Activity

Who

Materials

Meeting with Harden Parish Council

Paul (KC)
Harden PC
Paul (KC)
Ken (HPC)
Pam (HPC)

Previous
reports
Draft packs

Event Plan
Publicity:
• Twitter
• Facebook
• Harden PC
Meeting with Harden Primary School

Paul
Paul
Harden PC

Plan via email

Paul (KC)
Paul (HPS)

Plan
Draft
materials

10-14 March
17 March

Design and produce 920 packs
Workshop at Harden Primary School
• 50 children of mixed ages

Paul (KC)
Paul (KC)

18 - 24 March

Distribution of packs

Paul (KC)

Packs

1 April

Harden event

Paul
Harden PC

Post-its
Packs
Maps

Fine tuning communication
Emails and Phone Calls
9 February
15 March - 1
April
9 March
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Collate information
Produce report
Produce followup newsletter
Report to Harden PC
Newsletter to village

Paul?
Jane?

Sticky dots
Flipsheet
paper
pens
blutak
Banners
notices

Paul (KC)
Paul (KC)

Report
Newsletter

Date /
deadline
May

Activity

Who

Props

Report drafted

Paul (KC)

May

Results
Type up results. Create Results report
and circulate
Newsletter
With key results and next steps. For
distribution to residents.

Paul (KC)

April / May
8 May
May
Follow up

May
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Appendix B: Consultation Materials
Designed and produced by The Kirkgate Centre

Over 700 packs were distributed across the village, and a further 200 via the village school.
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For the first time, we used GPS tracking on our smart phones to help us ensure the whole village
was reached. With the numerous driveways and winding roads, over 20km was covered in two
days!
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This is what we like about our Harden.
comments,
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If you would like to be contacted about your
please leave your contact details on the back
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Appendix C
Complete list of comments received
What we Like about Harden
Generally a lovely village with friendly people and businesses, post office. The gala.
The pantomime and Harden Players productions. Coffee mornings and events at both
churches in the village. Thank you.
I like going to St Ives. I like to play in the park. I like the ice cream parlour at the
garden centre.
I like the park. I like the pantomime
Lots to do. Family village. Friendly people. Good community. Gala, Harden Players, St
Ives, Parks and Moors
Playing in the park
Size of village. Mix of houses - type, size. Access to countryside - closeness to Bingley
railway station. St Ives. Garden centre. Range of shops/facilities, but could have more.
Small friendly village. Rural but close to a town. Has everything we need
St Ives, Goit Stock and rural feel. Woodbank Nursery, Post Office, Butcher, Pharmacy
and general store.
swimming pool or gym or kids only club. A running club, A community centre.
Activities centre.
That people get to live in a really big house
The Cadbury shop. My home. The Park. Not much dog poo. Jovan and Isaac, Isreem.
Harden is friendly.
I like Harden because St Ives is about a mile away. I also like the Cadbury shop because
it sells lots of sweets and chocolate. I also like the school because all my friends live
there. I like the gala field so I can play football. I also like the Garden Centre because it
has an ice cream parlour. I love the butchers because of the sausage rolls,
I like St Ives because there is a park there and that you can walk and explore and
climb. I also like playing with my friends and the Cadburys shop.
We like Harden because of the local amenities, friendly and very helpful post office
(well stocked) also excellent customer service from pharmacy. Amazing - St Ives, lovely
rural location (GREEN LAND) great park for the kids, friendly village pub with great
food and beer. Gardens. Amazing Woodbank Garden Centre.
St Ives is a great space and the village playground and park. Still a village feel and
community spirit. Surrounded by fields and farm and local school that's on up and two
good pubs is a great place to live and bring up a family
The gala and all my friends live here and the park and Cadbury shop and St lives
Village setting, spring flowers in verges/roadside, play park, independent shops afterschool provision at the Memorial Hall
It's a village and should stay in village not develop into an urban sprawled on the
collection of mini estates the spring bulbs flowering trees but no more daffodils please
I like the fields and it is also quiet. I also like ice cream parlour I like the Harden Park
St Ives is the main likeable thing about Haden and I like Harden for and for the fact
that at present there are not too many houses are still a reasonable size although
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understand they are planning 100 more houses (not good)
Everything we need is a can't be improved considerably too much to whether I'm
putting pressure on services shops going to the post office three generations of family
and friends 50th for 45 years music of 70s attend events in Paris noticeboard in one of
shops?
I like the Cadburys shop I like the park and ice cream parlour. I like the school. I like
the garden centre. I like that the people are friendly and like the nice views like that
Harden is peaceful.
Surrounded by beautiful countryside, local amenities shops, post office, etc friendly
people
Blossom on the cherry trees. Bulb/ flowers. Good community spirit with Harden Gala,
players and the horticultural society nice park and children's play area. good cricket
ground and football field. Near to St Ives estate, good walks
I like the Cadbury shop, then the park.
Like Goit Stock. Shops, church halls.
It has two playgrounds. It is good for trickle treating. Everyone is nice. I like the views
from the playground
I like the park and the field, and the small park. I also like that the people here are very
friendly. I like the Cadbury shop and the ice cream parlour as well. It's also beautiful
scenery and you can be more free here than in Leeds or Bradford Centre.
Cherry trees. Daffodils. Peacock.
Harden is a great community. The semi-rural wooded setting. The village community.
The facilities available i.e. school, preschool, after-school club, shops, pubs. Proximity
to St Ives. The architecture. Lovely people. Lovely playground clean. The Harden gala
and show.
Lots of amenities - school, post office, butcher, convenience store, pharmacy,
takeaway, to pubs. St Ives -great untapped resource on our doorstep. We think there
is an opportunity to make more of the space is a community asset.
The village feel in the friendly community. Easy access to local countryside.
Community. People are friendly. Surrounded by green spaces. The primary school and
the preschool.
Harden is the friendliest place ever. The park. Sweet shop.
I like there's the park and shop next to the park
Love the fact that the village is still a separate entity. The shops we have adequate and
we love to use them. Is there a place for a coffee shop selling sandwiches? Preschool
after-school club is needed. Love you Hallstone building architecture. Large
community room and kitchen would be great.
The big gardens.
In Harden and I like the massive moor. St Ives, big gardens, the farm & Cadburys.
Friendly locals in Ryecroft - know them all. Cricket pitch. Goit Stock. The back.
Countryside. Able to walk around freely.
I like Harden because of all the greenery you can see. I also like there is it local parks
you can go to. I like going on walks to.
I like Harden because it has two playgrounds. It is good for trick or treating. I like the
countryside. Everyone is nice. I like the forests.
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I like that I have a massive garden and I can see a beck if I stand at the bottom of my
garden. Also I have big field behind my garden. I like the park. Also like walking from
my house to Goit stock in Harden.
I like my back garden my friend is coming over and playing. Going to their houses.
I like Harden because there are parks.
And I like that there's a school, post office and park, butchers and St Ives
A rural feel about it but yet it's only about half an hour away from Leeds using public
transport.
I like Harden because it has a lovely park and is very peaceful and the shopkeepers are
very kind. I love to explore and make new friends. I also like going on walks. I love the
sweet shop and the school. The gala field is very fun to play with friends.
I like the post office because it has lots of sweets. I like to play football at the park.
And the beautiful fields. I am free. Animals. Woods.
I like the environment. I like Cadburys.
Family friendly - there are lots of toddler groups which are great contact point for
mothers and carers of young children. It's beautiful! There are lots of green spaces,
trees, flowers and natural beauty places in and around the village. It feels pretty rural
Tidiness. Daffodils/blossom. Most people are friendly. Preschool. Before/ after-school
club. Post office. Cricket club. Pharmacy. Garden centres. Fresh approach. St Ives.
Butcher. Open countryside. Gala. Horticultural society.
Friendly, rural, community village. Enough events to engage with one of all ages i.e.
Harden players, children's gala, horticultural show, Christmas lights switch on and
services, charity walks. Local services for local people i.e. preschool pubs shops
churches. Local scenic walks.
We like the village atmosphere. The people are generally friendly and caring. Very kind
shopkeepers. Lovely Park. Children's play area. Good school. Lovely church. Chapel.
Lovely children's gala no - stalls etc. Super horticultural show. Excellent players
society. Music group.
I like the Cadbury shop. I like my house. I like the pantomime. I like the Memorial Hall.
Because the park in the gala field have lots of room to playing. I like having a lovely
neighbourhood with all my friends. I also like how the primary school because I learn
new things as well as seeing my friends. I like the Cadbury shop because they sell
sweets and chocolate.
I like the post office. I like my garden. I like school. I like the garden centre.
I like it Harden is the park. I like about Harden is going to the garden centre. I like
going for walks. I love my garden.
I like Harden because of the cricket pitch and the parks. I also like the moors and the
school. Friends. I also like Goit Stock.
I like Harden because it is pretty and full of nature. I think it's because of the fields,
flowers and trees.
I like the park in Harden and all the roads that lead to exciting places, and last of all
the school. Cadburys.
I like the park. I love the Harden Gala. I like Woodbank. I love the Cadburys. I like my
friends coming over.
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I like Harden because it's wonderful place. I also like it because all my friends live near
and the school is close as well.
I like where I live because I have a park next to me
Size of village Mix of house types and sizes. Access to countryside. Closeness to
Bingley railway station. St Ives. Garden centre. Range of shops/facilities - but could
have more.
Small and friendly village. Rural but close to town. Has everything we need.
I like Harden because it is quiet and it has a sweet shop and a park and I go to the local
school.
The community spirit, friendly people. Having a pub, post office, butchers shop and
pharmacy. All that's missing is a bakery! We moved here three years ago and I love it.
Having amazing Woodlands on our doorstep in a safe place for kids to grow up.
Harden is a delightful village, we moved here three years ago. At present the spring
flowers look very well, and all the roads and pavements and kept neat and tidy. We
even noticed two policemen walking on Long Lane this week. There is a strong
community spirit evident in the village - keep it up.
What I like about Harden is there are lots of flowers and I will miss the park. I like
taking my dog for a walk.
We like the local shops, post office and pubs. The flowers and trees that line the road.
The community spirit. The playground.
I like going to St Ives. I like the play park. I like the ice cream parlour at the garden
centre.
Playing in the park.
I like the park. I like the pantomime.
The Cadbury shop. My home. The park. Not much dog poo. Everyone is friendly.
I like the park and places where you can play out. Goit Stock. Harden moor and
Harden Forest.
I like that my granny and granddad live here. I like to go to Woodbank. I like that I
have a garden. I like to write the park. I like to play out at home.
I like Harden because of the scenery, the garden centre (Woodbank) and the gala field.
I also love the cricket field. The park is also peaceful.
The spring flowers and blossom trees. The park and playground. Lovely multifunctional open space for community events, children to play safely, dog walks.
Harden preschool – a fantastic resource, very popular and loved by many families
from Harden and surrounding areas. Best one in the area! After-school club-again a
great resource for those with children who require after-school care for the children.
Butchers. St Ives estate. Post office and shop. Pharmacy. Local shop-great selection of
goods (Fresh Approach). Events such as the gala and agricultural show - good
community spirit. Memorial Hall and what is offers the community -preschool with a
great outdoor space. After-school club. Meeting room. Mother and toddler group.
Lots of green beautiful open space surrounding of late. Joint working between church
and school. Great school.
I like Harden because of all the fields that I can play in and the park.
Really lovely village, with friendly people and businesses, post office. The gala. The
pantomime, Harden Players productions. Coffee mornings, events at both churches in
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the village. Thank you.
Lots to do. Family village. Friendly people. Good community. Gala. Harden players
productions, St Ives, parks, moors.
Crocii, daffodils, cherry blossom along the kerbsides Occasional littler but generally
very pretty clean streets. St Ives, Goit Stock, rural feel. Woodbank nursery, post office,
butcher, pharmacy and general store.
What we don't like about Harden
Activities seem to focus on very young or those of retirement age
I don't like that it always rains and never snows. Also when people park on the path.
Dog poo on the path.
Activities are often faith-based e.g. Craft group, amateur dramatics based at a church.
May just be that these groups use that space but that could exclude some people
Harden is a wonderful village but every time I walk around the village I will see cares
travelling at well over the speed limit without a care to anything but themselves. It is
only a matter of time until there is a serious car accident as at present there is no
deterrent whatsoever. The hill up past St Ives is used by cars and it is a race track, and
it is heavily used by pedestrians etc. walking up to and into St Ives. Please lets do
something about speeding in this village.
How people race on Wilsden Road at night
I don't like the cars or the motorbikes
I don't like that people park on the path. I also don't like that it is very cold. Dog poo.
I don't like the fact that dog owners don't clean up after their dog and they don't get
fined. Also people littering
I don't like the dog poo. I don't like the main road.
I don't like the main road because it so noisy. I also don't like the dog poo, weather
and the grass never gets cut. The park is full of babyish things.
I wish the woods opposite my house weren't private. Speed up Ryecroft. Park grass.
Football marked. Goals. People park in roads. Dog manure.
Litter an dog poo are horrible. We think we need more bins around and about.
Parking on long lane
Recreation ground and park are not a shared space- the park does not lend itself to
somewhere to sit and reflect or walk around. It is just a gala field.
The lack of safe off road parking
The Traffic queue down the twines (?) into Bingley
The traffic through the village. Litter on the road to Keighley and St Ives. The
replacement cherry trees on the main road are columnar and do not match the rest of
the avenue which is a lovely sight. Concern about the planned incinerator in Keighley
on traffic and air quality.
Too many incidents of burglary. Speeding cars along Harden Road. More heavy
vehicles through the village. Blocked drains sometimes leading to flooding at low
points.
Traffic build up due to on street parking is getting to be a serious problem (main road
between Harden and Cullingworth). No Allotment - nearest one is Wilsden and you
have to be a resident of Wilsden. Narrow Lane used as a shortcut (bollards to be
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placed to make it a cul-de-sac). The peacock that belongs to the people who live at the
Grange. It is noisy (especially in the morning) It causes damage to property, roofs,
lawns and pets enclosures. We will soon be near to an enormous incinerator which
will spew fumes into the air in Harden and will have an impact on house prices. We
need the Parish Council to help fight this cause. We are soon going to have to pay to
park in St Ives - people will start to park in Harden village.
Traffic issues - speed bumps a waste of money. Speed cameras might work better on
all exits. Parking on Ferrands Way especially at school times is illegal and blocking
drive ways. Parish council contact with the police - needs to be a formal link and
regular. There used to be a police liaison meeting with other parishes. Parish council raised issues with them - not even minuted! No feedback. A talking shop. People used
to be encouraged to attend. Is the youth club closed?
Traffic through village. Not enough floral displays. Relatively poor state of public
realm, litter, sense of village centre/hub. Just introduce some chicanes on the road to
slow down traffic. Poor public transport. No coffee shop in the village.
Traffic calming measures on Long Lane are just too much and subject to numerous
complaints from locals. Removal of the speed bumps would reduce the nuisance as
well as reduce the speed of traffic. Please preserve/save the green belt
Wood burning stoves. As an asthma sufferer I can not cope with the smell or the
pollution. Yes there is pollution from these stoves. The salesmen will tell you
otherwise, but they produce particles as 1 or 2 micros, which when inhaled can pass
through the lining if the lungs and enter the blood stream, causing cancer, leukaemia
or other blood disorders. We have three near our address and on bad days I have to
stay indoors and am in danger of chest infections.
Zebra crossing location is dangerous. Concern about after school provision at
Memorial Hall being discontinued.
I don't like dog poo. I don't like litter droppers. I don't like dogs barking.
There are too many cars ad too much traffic. People let their dogs poo on the paths
and don't clean it up.
There are too many cars/traffic and people don't clean up after their dogs
I don't like it when it rains. People parking in the path and dog poo on the paths
instead of picking it up.
The position of the school on Long Lane causes parking problems twice per school day.
Traffic is heavy along Long Lane into Bingley. This area is an accident waiting to
happen. As Harden has been selected for provide housing on new sites adjacent to
Long Lane and Wilsden Road, could not a car park be incorporated into the proposed
scheme. Or incorporate a new school into the scheme, which will eliminate the
problem altogether.
I don't like the dog poo, there's nothing to do with sports, no football pitch - not
getting cut. Cricket pitch. No Football net, Park not for older children.
Removal of speed bumps asap. Causing a lot of damage to cars. Contributing to
dangerous driving. No impact on speeding. The Church (St Saviours) and the school
(HPS) should be the focal points. The Vicar (Bob Evans) and the Head Teacher (Kirksty
Hutchinson) have made a significant number of people unhappy. They now feel
unable to use the facilities/attend functions, etc. in both the above. An alternative
non-denominational and school base is needed.
I don't like that some people took the football nets out and some people at Millbeck.
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Long Lane - speed bumps need removing due to continuous quarry wagons (not even
lowing down) and replacing with two speed cameras, especially with a very busy road
and not to mention the village school. Too dangerous!. Village school for village kids!
So why to parents need to park so close to the school? (Why not walk?) Not having a
local chippy. Parking on double yellow lines near the post office. No more log burning
fires (no good).
I don't like that in places there is loads of litter everywhere.
I don't like the traffic. I don't like the ???
I don't like that there is all rubbish in the park.
Nothing but the dog poo.
I don't like that everything is a lot of money and everything costs.
I don't like how dog owners never clean up after themselves.
I like everything about Harden!
I don't like the dog poo that people leave and don't get fined. I don't like people
littering also don't like people being unkind. Things are a bit expensive.
Dog poo. Litter
Mill pond behind fleece pub - is this an accident waiting to happen? Or attract antisocial behaviour? Parked cars on Long Lane causing congestion. Litter on Keighley
Road
Amount of traffic on Long Lane. Lack of parking for the terrace cottages. Fog fouling especially on Leech Lane. Very few community events - guided walks etc, music
evenings, events for young people. Speed bumps.
I don't like the dog poo. I don't like other people annoying me.
I hate the dog poo and the overgrown grass on the gala field. Also the posts have
gone. The park is babyish.
Very dangerous and increasing amount of speeding and thoughtless driving along Long
Lane. Speed ramps have little influence. Car drivers who do not give way to oncoming
traffic.
I don't like the dog poo or the grass in Gala Field
I don't like the dog poo in the park. I don't like the traffic.
My sister because she is really annoying. Motorbikes.
I don't like that it always rains and never snows. Also when people park on the path.
Dog poo on the path.
I don't like Harden because there are too many cars and motorbikes because they are
too loud.
I don't like dog poo. I don't like ???
Parking on Long Lane causes congestion and is a hazard for pedestrians due to
footpath being restricted. Although it does slow down traffic through the village!!
Speeding cars up Long Lane and Wilsden Road. Dog mess not being cleared up!
The constant threat of more residential building in green fields. These are an asset to
the lovely setting of Harden. The threat of the industrial incinerator being built just
over the hill in Keighley. Traffic on Long Lane.
Don't like that people leave dog poo and they don't get a fine.
Dog poo!! There is often lots of dog mess on pavements, especially around the school.
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Parking/congestion on Long Lane. This is a bottle neck and is a road safety hazard at
school drop off and pick up times. Very low police presence despite many burglaries.
Traffic. Fear of it becoming like Eldwick/Gilstead where the two have merged. Too
much house building in the future. Worry that the land between Harden Road and
Keighley Road will be built on - it's such a prominent position and gives Harden a
village feel.
Trying to drive along the main road- particularly in busy times - the parked vehicles
stopping cars moving up and down at the same time. What about traffic lights?
No doctors surgery, Difficult to park in the village. Through traffic - especially heavy
vehicles.
Zebra crossing needs moving further away from roundabout - it's dangerous. Traffic
lights would be safer.
I don't like it when it rains.
Dog poo. Smell. Weather.
I don't like the dog poo.
I don't like Long Lane because of all the traffic and that's what makes it dangerous.
They also park outside of school which makes me scared that I might get run over by
car.
The speed some cars travel along past Woodbank Nurseries and homes on the way
out of Harden to Bingley.
The heavy traffic through the village. Litter on the road to Keighley and in St Ives. The
(replacement) cherry trees on the main road and columnar, do not match the rest of
the avenue which is a lovely sight. Concern about the possible effect of the planned
incinerator in Keighley on traffic and air quality.
I don't like dog poo. I don't like the park.
I don't like speed bumps.
These are my ideas for Harden
Harden in Bloom! 100 plus lottery draw (pay at post office), bingo night, reading
group, exchange book club, physical sport coaching, quiz night, art class, taekwondo,
beavers cubs scouts brownies, ballet, zumba, let out for parties. Contact other
institutes for ideas. Local newsletter pick up at post office, butcher, etc.
A stadium for Harden FC
A football pitch in gala field
A grocers or fishmongers would be great!
A sports hall
A trampoline for everybody
Allotments
An outdoor swimming pool in everyone's garden
BBQ area in the park like ones in European Community areas. Cycle area and skate
area in the park - no safe area available to learn how to ride a bike. Needs to be flat.
Perimeter of the lower field would be good. Repair Goit Stock Mill waterfall and
tunnel. It will collapse soon and will be lost. Promote the folly with signposts.
Cinema, films, pizza express
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Cinema, Football pitch, tennis courts.
Football pitch. Cinema. Fair ground. More trees. Sports fields.
Football posts in the park. Pizza Hut. Swimming pool, Skate board Park. Monkey bars,
better roads
I think there needs to be a park that is suitable for older children since the other park
has changed
I would like a swimming pool near the park
I would like a trampoline area
I would like to see the Long Land path empty from cars because people have to walk
on the road. I also think there should be rainbows, brownies, guides and senior
section. Instead of a youth club for 13 or older, younger people such as 7 to 10 or 6 to
11 because nobody uses it.
Indoor football pitch
Making dens
Metal football posts. Swimming Pool. Sports hall. Football pitch.
More collaboration between village societies. Create village identity. Get businesses to
work together What more could they do to support the village? Decide what
businesses we are missing.
More recycling bottle banks. More dog poo bings and warning signs around village,
Goit Stock and Leech Lane. Community Gardening and veg produce linked with
horticultural society
Move the zebra crossing from next to the mini-roundabout - it is dangerous and would
be better placed slightly further up Wislden Road near the Fresh Approach shop. Stop
the proposed parking charges coming into force in St Ives.
On the roads there should still be speed bumps but not too many of them
Outdoor gym equipment for adults. This could be around the gala field.
Picnic benches. It would be nice to have a community area in the park where people
can meet. Boules area/curt. Open air gym
Remove traffic measures on Long Lane - humps damage suspension. Create parking
facilities near shops. Recreate the Memorial Hall as a social hub.
Road changes in Harden: 1. No entry to Wilsden Old Road at Harden Beck. 2. No entry
to Narrow Lane from Harden Road junction. 3. Priority at Harden Bridge to traffic
coming from Wilsden with a give way sign at Wilsden Road side of bridge.
Shoppers car park
Swimming pool. Slide. Trampoline park, foam pit.
There needs to be some goal posts in the gala field and there needs to be some older
bits in the park. I think there should be a cross country race for adults and children to
take part in every year.
There's lots of bushes - useless - transfer them to a den - dengineers
Village car park needed. Bakery?
Water park
When allocating funds for projects round the village the Parish Council also needs to
ensure that the expenditure is well spent & value for money. At the time of allocation
a councillor needs to take responsibility for each project, monitor it and report back to
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the Parish Council thus ensuring value for money. In the past this has not been the
case, eg planting of the post office flower beds when plants 'past their best' were
used.
Woods not private, speed cameras, sports hall, astro turf pitch
We like the traffic calming in Hawksworth where there are humps at each end of the
village and dummy humps in between. This could be put on Harden Road. Housing for
older residents.
Community Building
A battling castle and football pitch
A community building would be fantastic for group meetings, hire and would make a
good small performance venue if a stage could be installed in the large room.
Alternatively, what about opening a community tea room where anyone could drop in
and find social activities available, e.g. cars, draughts, etc. Or even a self service library
in one of the smaller rooms where people could donate books and are trusted to
return them.
A forest school. After school club. A running track
A games room. Sports/gym room. Activities room for learning new things. Pre-school
room/After school club room. A girl guiding room/
A gymnastics club, a fairground. A unicorn.
A smart Memorial Hall fit for purpose offering rooms of different sizes and comfort. A
meeting place for WIs, U3As, social groups, a health related base, a place for hire for
functions. In addition to pre/after school club, youth club.
A swimming pool and a cinema . A club ??
A tent and forest and den after school club
Activities Centre. Community centre and a running club. Swimming pool or gym or kids
only club
Activities centre. Communal area. Kids only zone (needs health and safety though)
An outdoor swimming pool in everyone's garden. And a sports hall.
Animal films. Pizza Express.
Apart from Pre-school / after school if could be used for senior persons meeting room
with social gatherings - e.g. coffee and a chat. Or once a month a speaker.
Art and crafts, youth club and a slide and swing
As much as I like the Memorial Hall, it is not fit for purpose in several ways. Due to its
size and layout. Could the land be sold - knock down the memorial hall to build a
smaller building with better facilities. Half of the land could be for housing. The other
half for community building with good access.
Better pedestrian access to bus stop towards Bingley.
book club - books from home.
Books, book club, books from home, bean bags. Cushions.
Business Hub networking events for local business
Bush carvings and disco space.
Cinema
Cinema
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Cinema, Football, tennis courts
Cinema, play gym
Cinema, dragons den
Closing the road at Narrow Lane and Wilsden Old Road. We have tried with a petition
and got the planning passed but no funding - £11k. If the matter could be brought
back to the council before a fatal accident occurs.
Clubs for Children
Community bakery, scout/guides, renting for parties - kids/teens, clubs and societies,
library run by volunteers, horticultural, children's nursery
Community Groups, scouts, beavers, rainbows, guides; pre-school / after school,
fitness classes, social events. As a local family we would be willing to pay a yearly
contribution if that was what was needed to help this.
Could business use part? Car park needs sorting. Kids parties, discos, grown ups
parties, etc.
Dance, hotel, ballroom, pizza express, studio, theme park, pets at home, shopping
centre, walking club, McDonalds, KFC, Deli, zoo, hot air balloon, martial arts, boxing
club, gym, yoga, jewellery shop, cinema
Dancing
Demolish Memorial Hall. Look to sell off some of the land to fund purpose built
modern eco-friendly village hall on 2 floors. Ground floor pre-school and after school.
1st floor for use as village hall & function room. Keeping the hall as it is seems cost
prohibitive and unlikely to find the support needed or a volunteer base to
fundraise/manage/support. A quarterly get together of all the village clubs, societies.
committee, councils and talk about the issues which could be shared and resolved
along with ideas.
Disco. Tennis. KFC
Disco party
Disco Party
Everyone having fun and being friendly and a game room with a trampolining place
with everything
Exercise classes in evenings e.g. taekwondo, yoga, gymnastics, badminton netball.
Toddler group in the day e.g. Baby Sign. Drop in sessions for older people. - stop
loneliness. Bike Clubs? Running Clubs? Holiday Club for school holidays.
Existing activities held in the Memorial Hall are valuable and should continue. E.g.
Toddler group, after school club, p[re-school youth club. There is probably an
opportunity for these groups to work more closely together to make best use of the
space and resources.
fill in mill pond and use for parking for houses along Long Lane. Annual quiz night to
raise funds, based on quotations about local events and the area
Fitness classes
Football posts in the park. Pizza hut. Swimming pool. Skateboard park. Monkey bars in
park. Better roads.
Harden Memorial Hall could be completely renovated and modernised to cater for the
villages needs. More could be made of the Congregational Chapel who let it out to
various groups.
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Harden Parish Council - Memorial Hall. Need to advertise what's on… Facebook,
online, open day. Movie night kids (Frozen theme) etc, Christmas party dance class
kids, code club, iPads, computer - bring your own, craft club adults/kids sewing, table
tennis club. snooker club
How would this building come about (section 106 agreement?), if it were to happen
bare in mind church facilities. Some place for young people to spend time. Possibly
somewhere for new parents (NCT? Perhaps join with Wilsden?) We already have
Memorial Hall - any plans for this? Coffee mornings and clubs for older people? People
used to be able to come into Memorial Hall to read the papers.
Improve the recreation ground or other green space to provide garden or allotments.
Make recreation ground more welcoming & relaxing by including better footpaths and
reflective spaces.
I do not like how people don't use the crossing to cross the road and the dog poo.
There is loads of overgrown grass on the gala field and there is no goal posts play
football with. The park is for little kids.
I think we need a park that s suitable for older children since the other park has
changed.
I think there should be a sports hall and a theatre also a pool.
I would like a disco please
I would like a gymnastic springy floor in a big room.
I would like Harden to have a trampoline park
I would like a huge building with a relaxing room and a little case and a little TV so you
can put films on.
I would like a hot dog shop
I would like in Harden a cinema
I would like it if there was a place for hanging out with an indoor football pitch. Club
for Harden kids. Cinema. Sport. Art and Craft.
I would like a trampoline area
I would like a cinema art place for kids
Ice cream, swimming pool, grownups area, little kids area, big kids area, automatic
door.
If there must be another building why not a community centre where it can be used in
different ways for different purposes, eg scouts or guides or brownies one evening or
two evenings. Keep fit or arts and crafts day time one social evening. Young persons
evening etc. Or one residential home for retired people so their existing home can go
against the 100 homes planned.
Indoor football pitch
Indoor play area.
It would be great to have skills workshops and some sports activities. Tennis
badminton court outside of building a pop up market for cakes, bread, local produce,
monthly cinema for adults and kids, clothes swaps, Yes would get involved in
activities.
It would be great if there was some kind of community café in the village. It could be
based on pay as you feel model using surplus food/fareshare. A grow your own
initiative could contribute to the café. Household budgeting, cooking and low income
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classes / workshops could link in. Well being / keep fit classes could also be offered eg
a boxing club, zumba, bootcamp, etc. funding such as commercial sponsors, lottery
funding, etc could be explored.
Keep the pre-school in the village - it is a plus for the community. The Memorial Hall is
the village building as far as I know?
KFC
Large community rooms, kitchen which we could hire for parties, fundraising barn
dance and fashion shows, etc. Would be great. Café selling Gary's sandwiches?
Luncheon club, not just for OAPs, something for families to be involved with, all day
breakfast on sat 9-12pm, arts and crafts courses, cookery and baking, DIY courses,
musical evenings, guest speakers, good neighbour scheme, table top sales.
Making dens
Memorial could be completely modernised and cater for the village's needs.
Memorial Hall - we used to meet here for parties, wedding parties club and societies.
Eg table tennis club met twice a week (8-12 yr olds and 2 adult teams) cub pack. Issues
arose - maintenance, heating, access, volunteers. People got fed up and packed in
their clubs.
More use could be made of the Congregational Chapel who let it out to various
groups.
My very own mansion- swimming pool, tv room, book club, Lego club, games room,
trampoline
My very own mansion! Swimming pool, play area, games room, older children. A glass
door.
My very own mansion - games room, football stadium, swimming, TV room, purple
stained glass, sports hall
Normal village activities: gala meetings and toilet facilities, pre-school, dance area,
place to hold private parties etc, plays, pantomime, stage ad large seating area, village
meeting hall - parish council etc.
Office space for small business, meeting room, pre-school club and school club.
Outdoor gym equipment for adults. This could be around the gala field.
Pizza Express
Pool, gaming room, electronic room. KFC
Popup cinema in summer on the green (people to donate).
Pre-school, before/after club, meeting rooms for gatherings, yoga / pilates, parties,
functions fundraising, WI (non-denominational), provision for the elderly / lone
people, pre-school parents & toddlers.
Pre school located at the school if they cant stay [in Memorial Hall], business hub,
networking events for local businesses, fitness classes, clubs for children.
Pull down the existing building and purpose build a community centre. Pre-school,
after school club, dancing studio, exercise classes walking/cycling clubs, martial arts
clubs, evening classes, cinema
Sarah wants to see a local printer/computer room that you can use if yours goes down
See/visit East Morton Institute as an example of what could happen to the M.Hall business drop in centre, free wifi, coffee shop, youth activities, gaming centre,
internet club, dance clubs, older persons activities.
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Shopping Centre, pool, sports hall, theatre.
Sitting down, glass doors, pool play area, older children's, kids area, baby area.
Sports club with gymnastics, swimming, running, dancing, cycling, dodgeball,
trampolining and multi-sports. Snack bar. Open to the public.
Sports hall, theatre
Sports hall please.
Sports hall or hotel
SWIMMING AREA NEAR PARK
swimming pool and disco room and gaming room
Swimming pool, cinema, grown ups area, big kids area, little kids area. Automatic main
door. Cinema
swimming poll, indoor play area, trampolines, sports hall, astro turf.
swimming pool slide, indoor play area, trampoline park, foam pit
Take out the speed bumps they are counterproductive and due to stop/start am sure
there is an increase in air pollution. Put in their place three or four chicanes.
The Village Hall could become a hub taken on by Council & local traders - may be
willing to help! Always used by lots of groups. Try lottery funding.
There used to be parties, wedding parties, clubs and societies. E.g. a table tennis club
met twice a week. There were issues around heating, access, volunteers and people
got fed up and packed in their clubs.
To meet my friends.
Toy swapping & coffee morning. Free library and book group (check the book choices
on Facebook ad drop in and out as you wish). Band practice room - pay to hire.
Trampoline, gym, football pitch, small KFC, games room.
Trampolining Club, KFC
Village community - people encouraged to offer time /help on the hall as a village.
We like the traffic calming in Hawksworth where there are humps at each end of the
village and dummy humps in between. This could be put on Harden Road. Housing for
older residents.
We need a place where everyone can rest or a sports hall.
Youth Club. Play Games. Soup -> Feed the homeless.
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Suggestions put forward using the map.
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